
ANNOUNCING PUBLICATION OF THE MONOGRAPH:  

AVISTAMIENTOS OVNI EN LA ANTÁRTIDA EN 1965 

(UFO Sightings in Antarctica in 1965) 

(FOTOCAT Report #3) 

 

Dear friends:  

We are pleased to announce the release of 
FOTOCAT Report #3. Titled (in Spanish) 
AVISTAMIENTOS OVNI EN LA ANTÁRTIDA 
EN 1965 (UFO Sightings in Antarctica in 1965), 
it is a research paper that examines in great 
depth the alleged UFO sightings that occurred 
between June and August 1965 in Antarctica. 
This collective essay is signed by Vicente-Juan 
Ballester Olmos, Manuel Borraz Aymerich, 
Heriberto Janosch González, and Juan Carlos 
Victorio Uranga and it is the result of six years of 
methodical and patient research, which has had 
the collaboration of many scholars, experts and 
consultants from several countries, as well as 
from some of the eyewitnesses themselves. 

Several of these events have appeared 
profusely and repeatedly in the UFO literature 
because of the observers’ status-most were 
military-because of the remote environment 
where they happened, because of the alleged existence of recorded magnetic 
interference, because pictures were taken, and because of the extraordinary 
media coverage they enjoyed at the time. 

In this monograph, the authors believe they have carried out the most 
comprehensive and detailed possible study–as per the existing sources-of 10 
UFO sightings in the area, leading to some surprising conclusions. Its 183 
pages include 74 figures (photographs, illustrations and graphs), 5 tables, and 4 
appendices, in addition to 179 references and notes, as well as 40 pages with a 
gallery of portraits, documents and facsimiles of great documentary and 
historical value. 

We have requested the opinions of three experienced researchers from Europe, 
USA and Latin America, and we are happy to share their commentaries here: 



I was impressed by the obviously thorough attention to detail and the 
presentation. It looks to me like a superb piece of work. I hope it is as well 
received as it no doubt deserves to be. (Martin Shough) 
 

With publication of this report, we finally see the truth behind a decades-old 
series of events that have puzzled and intrigued those who are fascinated with 
peculiar aerial phenomena. UFO reports are not always what they initially 
seem to be, as revealed by this inspired group of researchers, and the result of 
their inquiry is a much clearer and correct view of history. It is an excellent 
report. (Barry Greenwood) 
 
This monograph shows a patient and thorough work and it convincingly 
proves four things: 1) The immense value of experts associating 
internationally for case analysis; 2) That scientific and military personnel are 
not exempt from having a romantic or fantastic view of the subject, so 
distorting their own assessments; 3) That the internal contradictions,  serious 
inaccuracies and discrepancies of the stories take away their validity as 
evidence of strange phenomena; 4) The unfortunate role played by the mass 
media, which unscrupulously misrepresent the facts. (Milton Hourcade) 
 

We trust that the present study will interest you and will serve to put into a true 
perspective this interesting series of UFO sightings. 

The paper can be downloaded online from the following link: 

http://tinyurl.com/avistamientos-ovni-antartida 

This essay has been written in Spanish; however, English-speaking readers will 
find the following sections in English language: 

1) Page 2, the paper’s abstract 

2) Page 129, Table V, it summarizes the main data for each of the 10 analyzed 
UFO observations 

3) Pages 116 to 121, the paper’s Conclusions   

 

Sincerely,   

V.J. Ballester Olmos  Corresponding author: ballesterolmos@yahoo.es 
M. Borraz Aymerich 
H. Janosch González 
J.C. Victorio Uranga 
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